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Synergy
We have a few allergies, some of which we choose to buy our
way out of and boy does it get expensive. Das ist nicht
normal.
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Zan, City Cowboy
You are heavenly my love. At night the bees sleep in the bean
husks, but no man ever comes near my house; people are afraid
of me and they are right; not because certain tales they tell
about me are true - lies, I say, just the sort of thing they
would tell - but they are right to be afraid of me, I want
them to be.
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The Hunger War: Food, Rations & Rationing 1914-1918
There's certainly a plot, but mostly Brooke and Cary are along
for Chase's wild ride, which involves going to movie
premieres, being set up in fake relationships, and being the
subject of one of Chase's songs "My Brother's Gay".
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Offenders could expect to be shamed by having their names and
offenses published in the newspaper and in broadsides. Small
ownership stamp.
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Plentytwistsandturnsso-althoughI'dguessedacouple,noteverythingwas
German New Guinea was captured on 11 September In earlyduring
World War IEngelhardt was interned for three weeks in an
Australian camp in Rabaul as a prisoner of war, but was
dismissed as a crank. Das wurde denn auch erreicht. She is
aware of the fact that a profound understanding of man does
not come from theology alone, without the contributions of
many branches of knowledge to which theology itself refers.
Besides, Italy has many more cities that are actually more
interesting than Nice .
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6th September, Edinburgh International Festival.
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